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Another big thank you goes to Hannah Klaubert
and to Liza Bauer who have just organised a
successful Post Graduate Workshop with EASLCE's
support. The Workshop focussed on „EcocriScism
and NarraSve Form“ and was a cooperaSon with
Giessen University’s Graduate Center for the
Study of Culture and their research group Oikos.
Thanks to the local organizers for their effort to
put together the workshop and cooperaSon. A
detailed report did not make it into this
newsle:er but will be promised for the next issue.

Further Thanks go to Margarita Carretero
González, our Vice President and the local
conference host for our 9th biannual EASLCE
Conference from November 3 to 6, 2020, in
Granada (Spain). She is very busy preparing next
year’s conference and, most importantly, has
provided us with the fresh Call for Papers to be
published in this newsle:er. Please distribute the
call as you see fit and send in your proposals for
papers and pre-formed panels by March 31, 2020.

Happy FesSve Season and all the best for a
healthy, peaceful, and producSve New Year,

Uwe Küchler
EASCLCE President
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as many of you are gehng ready for the fesSve
season and for a new year, we want to send out
our EASLCE newsle:er to get you ready for new
environmental thoughts, imaginaSon and
educaSon in the new year and decade. Aier
all, the hope and disappointments of recent
poliScal developments underscores the
importance of the work we are doing in the
Environmental HumaniSes and in
Environmental EducaSon. As the poliScal
landscape leaves us breathless and drawn
between hopes and disappointments, this is a
Sme to give thanks to the many engaged
EASLCE members and a number of Sreless
organisers.

I would like to give a cordial thank you to both
Molina Klingler, Würzburg University/
Germany, and Harri Salovaara, University of
Jyväskylä/ Finland, who have organised several
very successful webinars for EASLCE over the
past years. As they have to devote more energy
to other projects or are approaching the final
stretch of their dissertaSons, they have
decided to step down. Thank you so much for
your engagement! We wish you all the best for
finalizing those PhDs and are already looking
forward to celebraSng your achievements at a
next venue. I can happily announce that two
graduate students have used the opportunity
and stepped forward to take over the
organisaSon of webinars: Welcome aboard,
Julia Di:er of Northumbria University/ Great
Britain, and Nikoleta Zampaki of University of
Athens/ Greece. Both have learned the ‘tricks
of the trade’ from Molina’s and Harri’s
experience and generous advice. What is more,
Julia and Nikoleta are already in the midst of
preparing two webinars for 2020.

Dear EASLCE-members and friends,
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In Insect Media (2010), Jussi Parikka writes
that ‘the cyborg as imagined since the
1980s in theory and ficSon [seems] quite
old-fashioned’ today, considering that the
‘new’ models of arSficial agents have been
‘infiltrated’ by forms of insect organisaSon.
In this one-day workshop, we would like to
explore ‘the insecSle’ as it manifests itself
culturally, in whatever weird shapes or
sounds, as material or immaterial, extra- or
intra territoriality, becoming-insect, affect
and insect, ‘entomo-oneirism’ (Steven
Connor),‘termite art’ (Manny Farber),
‘and/or and and/or or’ (China Miéville). We
are, then, interested to explore the
insecSle--that which pertains to an
entomological imaginaSon -- as
‘posthuman’ project, or project concerning
a more-than-human care, but also, more
broadly, in the connecSons between
literature/culture/art and entomology or
ecology, as well as the kinds of stories told
about insects from other disciplines’
perspecSve. g

Especially in light of their exSncSon, has
‘our’ relaSonship to, or representaSon of,
insects or the insecSle--that which crawls,
becomes-insect, is mulSple, parasiScal,
irritaSng, etc.-- changed? Does the
‘insecSle’ have to do with ‘our’ gaze, or a
gaze that isn’t ‘ours,’ or with sounds, a
background buzzzz; is it an event?
Is the insecSle a media technology; an art of
war; ‘the thought from the outside’, or,
rather, the ‘nest’ of ‘our’ being?

These are only some suggesSons of
potenSal topics to cover, which are not,
however, designed to limit areas of
research. We invite proposals for twenty-
minute papers on the faceted subject of the
insecSle from postgraduates, ECRs and
academics across disciplines & we are
parScularly keen to hear exploraSve,
tentaSve papers that need tesSng in front
of a generous & welcoming audience.

Please submit 200-300 word abstracts and a
short bio to insecSle@posteo.de by
October 25, 2019. Papers can be in either
English or German.

RegistraSon is free; lunch will be provided.
Please let us know if you have any allergies.
We might be able to cover hotel costs for
presenSng PGRs & ECRs depending on
individual needs.

Organisers: 
Fabienne Collignon
Jonas Neldner

Generously supported by the Alexander von 
Humboldt Founda<on; thanks also to 
Interna<onal Kolleg Morphomata, Bärbel
Eltschig & Prof. Dr. Hanjo Berressem. 

CfP: The insec)le - A Workshop 

InternaSonales Kolleg Morphomata, Universität zu Köln 

January 31, 2020  

Keynote Speaker: Rachel Murray, University of Loughborough 

Call for Papers
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Studies of the intertwined histories of Great
Britain, Ireland, and their associated islands
have given rise to the noSon of
‘archipelagic studies’. As in John Kerrigan’s
seminal work Archipelagic English, the
cover of which shows the familiar image of
Great Britain and Ireland on a map Slted,
reaching out from mainland Europe and
into the AtlanSc, this involves a new
perspecSve on geography, idenSty, and the
relaSons between naSons. Central to this
field of criScism are concerns regarding
land and the natural world.

Nineteenth-century developments resulted
in dramaSc shiis within the archipelago,
with a:ending drasScally-altered human-
environment relaSonships. There were
numerous instances of famine, subsistence
crises, demographic change, and altered
pressures on land and systems of tenure.
ConnecSve technologies of the modern

world spread to sparsely populated regions,
complicaSng noSons of centre and
periphery as well as tradiSon and
modernity. Unprecedented infrastructural
developments via roads and railway
networks connected rural and urban
geographies, resulSng in increased tourist
traffic; the expansion of ports further
enhanced trading networks with Europe
and beyond; and the spread of the colonial
project led to various producSons of
knowledge of the natural world.

Alongside the BriSsh project, various
naSonalisms looked to the natural world as
a way of arguing for racial, cultural and
geographical disSncSon. Islands and
coastlines, the ‘untouched’ places, were
loaded with radical potenSal. The folk
revivals, and the a:enSon paid to local
cultures, had poliScal as well as ecological
consequences. A pan-CelSc cultural move-

Ellen Hutchins, Fucus ovalis, collected on Whiddy Island, 1805, Trinity College Dublin. 

CfP: Nineteenth-Century Contexts

Special Issues on Ecologies of the Atlantic Archipelago  

May 2021

Guest Editors: Seán Hewitt & Anna Pilz
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ment sought to offer new visions of the
natural world, which might alter,
supplement or correct Anglo-Saxon
narraSves. Thus, nature became a temporal
category within the imperial project.
Within the archipelago, the ‘CelSc’ naSons
contributed both to the larger BriSsh
scienSfic project and to individual, naSonal
a:empts to consolidate a vision of cultural
and geographical idenSty through nature.
While civic science and natural history
bloomed alongside folklore collecSon, the
boundary between scienSfic and literary
wriSng remained producSvely porous.
Networks of knowledge exchange
proliferated.

In ecocriScal studies which respond to the
noSon of the Anthropocene, an emphasis
has been placed on the transnaSonal
capacity of environmental crisis to break
down, and spill over, naSonal borders.
Likewise, ways of seeing the world which
were posited as outmoded, belated, or
‘primiSve’ by the raSonalising project of
nineteenth-century Europe are being re-
examined and explored as beneficial to
reconsidering human/non-human relaSons
in the twenty-first century. Thus, animism,
pantheism and vitalism have all recently
been posited as radical correcSves to
Western thought.

This issue aims to bring into focus
interconnecSon, idiosyncrasy, and the ways
in which naSonal boundaries were
simultaneously made porous and more
disSnct by writers and arSsts who sought to
engage with the new visions of nature
which the nineteenth century offered. How
does ecological disaster prompt shiis in
arSsSc producSon? How were ecological
relaSonships linked with colonialism and its
legacies within the archipelago? How does
contested religious thought and idenSty
affect relaSonships with the natural world?

How are natural histories and naSonal
histories bound and interlinked? Literary
consideraSons of the archipelagic
environment, and archipelagic ecological
relaSonships, are varied and mulStudinous.

To focus on nineteenth-century contexts of
archipelagic ecologies enables the tracing of
connecSons and the idenSficaSon of shiis
in percepSon that might not easily align
with literary periodisaSon of RomanSc,
Victorian and early Modernist wriSng. New
developments in ecocriScism, from new
materialisms to noSons of the
Anthropocene, shed light on the
innovaSons of nineteenth-century cultural
responses to environmental shiis and
scienSfic work.

ArScles might focus on (but  are not limited 
to): 
• gendered environments
• urban environments and their cultural 

producSons
• folk revival and ‘local’ literature
• discoveries of archipelagic environments
• environments in children’s literature
• natural history and educaSon
• human-animal relaSons
• wriSng natural history
• nature and regional languages / dialects
• wriSng environmental catastrophe
• nature, environment, and genre
• poeScs of place
• nature wriSng and regional 

environments
• literary geographies and environment
• travel wriSng and environment
• nature as a museum of the past
• nature and its regeneraSve potenSals
• colonial networks within and outside the 

archipelago
• periodical culture, agricultural reform, 

and environmentalism
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“There are no limits to the extent to which
we can think ourselves into the being of
another. There are no bounds to the
sympatheSc imaginaSon”, Elizabeth
Costello addresses her audience in J.M.
Coetzee’s The Lives of Animals. With this
statement, Costello seems to agree with
Albert Einstein’s famous quote regarding
the superiority of imaginaSon over
knowledge, making the la:er responsible
for our limited and short-sighted human
knowledge and understanding.

Literature and other arSsSc discourses feed
on the imaginaSon whenever
authors/arSsts render to their public any
experience other than their own, even
those of individuals belonging to their own
species. Thus, when it comes to imagining
and rendering the ficSonal experience of a
member of a different species, the role of
the narrator/ poet/ filmmaker/ arSst
resembles that of a translator who moves
between the source language (that of the
other-than-human being whose experience
is being rendered) and the target language
(that of the human audience). In so doing,
the translator may choose, or inadvertently
fall into, the “compensatory humanism”

Braidoh (2012) warns against, which easily
leads to instances of anthropomor-
phisaSon that eventually deny the
specificity of the other-than-human being.
AlternaSvely, s/he may devise parScular
narraSve, poeSc, arSsSc strategies in an
effort to focus on the message, while
acknowledging proximity to the source
language, even in the awareness that the
recreaSon of that experience will always be
mediated by the fact that the translator
belongs to a different species, speaking a
different language. Borrowing the concept
of “transcreaSon” from the field of
translaSon studies, which is closely
connected to skopos theory, Carretero-
González (2019) refers to those cultural
artefacts as “interspecies transcreaSons”.

The aim of this conference is to explore the
way in which creaturely encounters have
been textually rendered in order to transfer
the experience of the nonhuman species to
a human audience. As in all EASLCE
conferences we welcome contribuSons
from literary and cultural studies,
philosophy, art history, translaSon studies,
educaSon, music, anthropology, and other

We invite 600-800-word abstracts for a
January 31, 2020 deadline. The
commissioned articles (of no longer than
9,000 words, inclusive of footnotes) will be
due on August 31, 2020.
All article submissions will undergo peer
review and may include illustrations with
copyright to be secured by the author

(colour for online publication and black and
white for print). white for print print print

Abstracts should be submitted to both
Dr. Seán Hewitt: 
seanedwardhewitt@gmail.com
and 
Dr. Anna Pilz: a.pilz@outlook.com. 

CfP: Transcreations - Creaturely encounters as cultural artefacts.

9th Biennial Conference of the European Association for the Study of 

Literature, Culture and Environment (EASCLE)

November 3-6, 2020

University of Granada (Spain)

http://gmail.com
http://outlook.com
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Fields of environmental humaniSes.
Proposed papers/workshops may focus on,
but are not restricted to topics such as:

• AffecSve ecologies (W. v. Mossner 2017)
• Allegorical funcSons of other-than-

human nature
• BiosemioScs and the language of more-

than-human/other-than-human nature.
• EmpatheSc imaginaSon and educaSon
• Ethical implicaSons of textual 

representaSons of other-than-human 
experiences

• Interspecies transcreaSon
• PatheSc fallacy and 

anthropomorphisaSon
• Posthuman subjecSviSes
• Textual representaSons of animal and 

plant communicaSons in literature and 
other arSsSc discourses.

• TranslaSon studies and foreign-language 
learning: changes in appreciaSon of 
other-than-human nature in translaSon 
and foreign-language acquisiSon. 

Confirmed keynote speakers:

• Margo de Mello: Canisius College
(Buffalo, NY); Animals & Society InsStute

• Carmen Flys Junquera: Universidad de
Alcalá

Invited keynote speaker:
• Florianne Koechlin: Blueridge InsStute

(Muenchenstein, Switzerland)

Conference languages: English and
Spanish.

Please send your abstracts (300-500
words) and a short bionote to the local
organiser by March 31, 2020. We accept
20-minute individual papers, pre-formed
panels with three 20-minute papers and
pre-formed roundtables with 5-6 papers of
only 10 minutes each and Sme for
discussion (paper-jams).

Local organiser: Dr. Margarita Carretero-
González and the organising commi:ee.
E-mail: easlce2020@ugr.es.

http://ugr.es
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Invitations
Eco-Sense Reading Group

The interdisciplinary research group, Eco-
sense, invites scholars from across the
environmental humanities to participate in
our eco-critical reading group sessions
throughout spring 2020. The aim of the
reading sessions is to enter into discussion
with classic as well as contemporary texts
and ideas that probe and challenge
frameworks for thinking and engaging with
the more-than-human world. This spring,
we will read and discuss a wide variety
literature, ranging from weird fiction to
environmental philosophy. The meetings
will take place at the Center for
Environmental Humanities at Aarhus
University (Denmark), but it is possible to
join our sessions on Skype. Participants are
welcome to join any or all of the meetings
below.

If you are interested in joining or want to
stay posted about future events/dates,
contact Nicolai Skiveren at
nicolaskiveren@cc.au.dk.

About ECO-SENSE: a newly founded
research group of junior scholars working
within the intersection of eco-critical
theory, environmental philosophy,
anthropology, and art criticism. The group’s
interests centre around themes such as
ecological thinking, human-nonhuman
relationships, anthropogenic climate
change, environmental ethics, arts and
science, and politics of globalization. For
more information, see
https://ceh.au.dk/reading-and-working-
groups/eco-sense/.

• January 10 (16.00-18.00): H.P Lovecrai
Lovecrai, H.P. (1927). The Colour Out of Space (Short story)
Lovecrai, H.P. (1928). The Call of Cthulhu (Short story)

• February 12 (16.00-18.00): Bruno Latour
Latour, B. (2018). Down to earth: poli<cs in the new clima<c regime. Polity Press (Selected
chapters).

• March: Anna Tsing (date TBA)
Tsing, A. (2015). The mushroom at the end of the world: on the possibility of life in capitalist
ruins. Princeton University Press. (Selected chapters)

• April: Eben Kirksey (date TBA)
Kirksey, E. (2014). The mul<species salon. Duke University Press (Selected chapters)

• May: Jacob von Uexküll (date TBA)
Uexküll, J. (2010). A foray into the worlds of animals and humans: with a theory of
meaning. University of Minnesota Press. (Selected chapters)

• June: Jane Benne: (date TBA)
Benne:, J. (2017). Vegetal Life and Onto-Sympathy. In C. Keller (Ed.), Entangled Worlds:
Religion, Science, and New Materialisms (89-110). Fordham University Press.

http://cc.au.dk
https://ceh.au.dk/reading-and-working-groups/eco-sense/
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Call for Contributions
CfC: Understanding, Acknowledging, Represen)ng Environmental Emergency 

Guest Editors: Sylvie Nail & Camille Manfredi

This special issue aims at mapping and
understanding the ways in which
environmental emergency is coped with by
the people, addressed by the media and
tackled by poliScal insStuSons, while taking
into consideraSon the many different
poliScal, ideological and cultural contexts of
the countries and regions of the
Anglosphere.
We want to scruSnise environmental
emergency from the cross-pollinaSng
perspecSves of poliScs, history, sociology
and arts in the hope of finding resonances
conducive to an analysis of what
characterises the understanding of, and
reacSons to, the environmental conundrum
in English-speaking countries.
The present call for contribuSons thus
invites historical as well as contemporary
perspecSves on the protean concept of
environmental emergency, with a view to
throwing light on its many
(re)interpretaSons and (re)definiSons

across Sme, on the evoluSon of social and
insStuSonal responses to said emergency,
as well as on its representaSons in the
media, literature and visual arts of the
Anglosphere.
Please send a 200-word abstract in English,
along with the author’s short bio-
bibliography by January 31, 2020 to both
Prof. Sylvie Nail: sylvie.nail@univ-nantes.fr
and 
Prof. Camille Manfredi: 
camille.manfredi@univ-nantes.fr. 

Acceptance will be noSfied to all authors by
mid-February 2020. The commissioned
contribuSons will be due on October 31,
2020 and peer reviewed. The special issue
will be published in E-Rea in June 2021.
For more informaSon, please check
website:
h:ps://www.fabula.org/actualites/understa
nding-acknowledging-represenSng-
environmental-emergency_93684.php/.

CfC: ‘The Idea of North’*

Landscapes: the Journal of the International Centre for Landscape and Language

We seek submissions for the Volume 10,
Issue 1 of Landscapes: The Journal of the
International Centre for Landscape and
Language (ISSN: 1448-0778) a fully
refereed interdisciplinary, multimedia
online journal based at Edith Cowan
University in Perth, Western Australia -
https://ro.ecu.edu.au/landscapes/.
This volume’s special theme is
“Landscapes: ‘The Idea of North’.” North is
as much a geographic and magnetic
marker as a cultural, economic and political
construct. In the case of the latter, the

association of civilisation, progress, and
industrialization with northernness created
and popularized during European
colonisation in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries has been, and
continues to be, deeply pervasive. Indeed
when looking for an idea to associate with
authentic values, in a recent message to
the World Economic Forum, Pope Francis
avowed, “we need to keep our compass
pointing toward ‘true North’”.
And while this sense of northernness can
be traced to certain Enlightenment-based

http://univ-nantes.fr
http://univ-nantes.fr
https://www.fabula.org/actualites/understanding-acknowledging-representing-environmental-emergency_93684.php/
https://ro.ecu.edu.au/landscapes/
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Ideas, reacSonary European RomanSc
thinkers, writers and arSsts culSvated
another noSon of the North, as
synonymous with wild nature. Heidi
Hansson tells us that a “cluster of [chiefly
masculine] associaSons surrounding [this]
popular idea includes severe cold, distance
from civilisaSon, dangerous condiSons,
barrenness and exposure to natural
forces”. This equally ubiquitous idea of the
north, has over Sme been employed,
adapted and criSqued by a variety of
writers and arSsts including Casper David
Friedrich, Mary Shelley, Jules Verne, Glenn
Gould, and Seamus Heaney. And yet there
is a greater sense of irony with the
romanScisaSon of northern landscapes in
parScular, given the increasing prominence
of the ArcSc region as the symbol of
climate change. UlSmately, of these two
ideas, one could be said to have helped
create the Anthropocene, while the other
has oien served to obscure it.

And yet the concept of north is
mulSfarious and adaptable, especially with
regard to scale and place – global,
conSnental, regional, state, municipal. The
landscapes of Northern China, the Nordic
countries, North-West Australia, North
Carolina, North Britain are defined
poliScally, culturally and in many cases by
prominent landscape features, such as the
Yangtze River in the case of China or
Hadrian’s Wall in Great Britain.
With this in mind we invite broad
interpretaSons of the theme incriScal
essays, creaSve non-ficSon, poetry,
photography, sound, mulSmedia, review
essays and artwork of a broadly
interdisciplinary nature, including, but not
limited to, the following:

• Northern landscapes.
• Modern media representaSons and

historical understandings of the North.

• The North as part of the RomanSc
episteme

• The North as an Enlightenment
Eurocentric noSon or belief associated
with hegemony/ ethnocentrism/
colonializaSon.

• The North Pole/ArcSc region as climate
change symbol.

• North as a global poliScal, cultural,
and/or geographical marker.

• HumanisSc geography and the north.
• EcocriScism and the idea of north.
• Any historically, poliScally and/or

culturally defined area or region
characterized by northernness.

• The North and nostalgia or solastaglia.
• Gender, race, ethnic, religious

interpretaSons of the idea of the north.

All geographical and cultural foci are
welcome. CriScal essays of 6000–8000
words will be anonymously refereed by
two readers who are expert in the essay’s
topic. CreaSve work will be selected by
arSsts published in the genre. Scholarly
arScles should include an abstract of 150–
200 words.
All submissions should be accompanied by
a brief (75 word) biographical note for each
author. Please use the current ediSon of
the MLA style for referencing.
The Journal’s submission guidelines are 
available here: 
h:p://ro.ecu.edu.au/landscapes/policies.h
tml.

For further informaSon, contact the issue 
editor David Gray: 
landscapelanguage@gmail.com.
Submissions due on or before March 1,
2020. We look forward to receiving your
contribuSon to the issue!

* The issue title takes its name from the first 
documentary from Glenn Gould’s Solitude Trilogy, 
The Idea of North (1967).

http://ro.ecu.edu.au/landscapes/policies.html
http://gmail.com
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The aim of this special issue is to explore
the intersection of phenomenology and
environmental philosophy. It examines the
relevance of Husserl, Merleau-Ponty etc. on
the topics of this field raised by
environmental issues, and then proposes
new approaches to the natural world and
its impact to human nature.

The contributors will demonstrate
ecophenomenology’s issues to engage in an
ecological self-evaluation of natural and
human assumptions. This issue
marginalized environmental topics and will
offer new perspectives between
phenomenologists, ecologically-minded
theorists and comparative philologists.

Topics of issue:
• ecophenomenology in literary texts

(American and European Literature 19th-
20th)

• transcendental ecophenomenology
• ecophenomenology as discipline

• Husserl or M. Merleau – Ponty and their
contributions to ecophenomenology

• ecophenomenology today
• phenomenology after eco-orientation

DEADLINE EXTENDED to MARCH 2020

Co-editors:
Nikoleta Zampaki: PhD Candidate of
Modern Greek Philology, Department of
Philology, National and Kapodistrian
University of Athens, Greece, International
Student at Harvard Extension School,
Harvard University, U.S.A. and International
Student at Oxford University, U.K.,
http://uoa.academia.edu/NikoletaZampaki

Erik Juergensmeyer: Associate Professor of
English, Fort Lewis College, Durango, CO,
USA,
https://ejuergensmeyer.wordpress.com/.

CfC: Theory & Praxis Journal

Special Issue on Ecophenomenology

http://uoa.academia.edu/NikoletaZampaki
https://ejuergensmeyer.wordpress.com/
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Stages of Transmutation

Science Fiction, Biology, and Environmental Posthumanism

Stages of TransmutaSon: Science FicSon,
Biology, and Environmental Posthumanism
develops the theoreScal perspecSve of
environmental posthumanism through analyses
of acclaimed science ficSon novels by Greg
Bear, Octavia Butler, Kim Stanley Robinson and
Jeff VanderMeer, in which the human species
suddenly transforms in response to new or
changing environments. NarraSng dramaSc
ecological events of human-to-nonhuman
encounter, invasion, and transmutaSon, these
novels allow the reader to understand the
planet as an unstable stage for evoluSon and
the human body as a home for bacteria and
viruses.

This study argues that by drawing tension from
biological theories of interacSon and
emergence (e.g. symbiogenesis, epigeneScs),
these works unse:le convenSonal relaSons
among characters, technologies, story-worlds,
and emplotment, refiguring the psycho-social
content of the novel as always already
biophysical. ProblemaSzing a desire to
compartmentalize and control life as the
property of human subjects, these novels
imagine life as an environmentally mediated,
staged event that enlists human and nonhuman
actors. It is argued that such literary narraSves
of transmutaSon render biological lessons of
environmental instability and ecological
interdependence both meaningful and urgent
— a vital task in a Sme of mass exSncSon,
hyperpolluSon, and climate change.

Idema, Tom. Stages of Transmuta<on. Science
Fic<on, Biology, and Environmental
Posthumanism. New York and London: Taylor &
Francis Ltd, 2019. [ISBN 978-0415788229].
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Chapel Hill, USA

PROF. DR. BÉNÉDICTE MEILLON
Associate Professor
University of Perpignan
Perpignan, FRANCE

PROF. DR. JUAN-IGNACIO OLIVA
Lecturer
Depto. Filología inglesa y alemana
Universidad de La Laguna
Tenerife, SPAIN

PROF. DR. CATRIN GERSDORF
Chair of American Studies
Julius-Maximilians-Universität Würzburg
Würzburg, GERMANY

PROF. DR. AXEL GOODBODY
Dept. of European Studies & Modern Languages
University of Bath
Bath, UK

PROF. DR. SERPIL OPPERMANN
Kapadokya Üniversitesi, Department of English 
Language and Literature
Nevşehir, TURKEY

DR. KATIE RITSON
Managing Editor 
Rachel Carson Center for Environment and Society
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
München, GERMANY

PROF. DR. HUBERT ZAPF
Professor of American Literature
University of Augsburg
Augsburg, GERMANY
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InternaNonal Affiliates

ASLE (USA)
h:p://www.asle.org

ASLEC-ANZ 
(AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND)

h:p://www.aslec-anz.asn.au

ALECC-CANADA 
h:p://www.alecc.ca

ASLE-INDIA
h:p://www.asleindia.webs.com

ASLE-JAPAN
h:p://www.asle-japan.org

ASLE-KOREA
h:p://www.aslekorea.org

ASLE-TAIWAN
h:ps://asletaiwan.org/

ASLE-UKI
h:p://www.asle.org.uk

ASLE-ASEAN
h:ps://aseanasle.wordpress.com/

OSLE-INDIA
h:p://www.osle-india.org
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